
We welcome you to a paradise on earth dedicated to 
wellbeing, relaxation and tranquility.

the authentic hammam experience






Hammam Services 

Traditional Hammam              60’/ 25€ 

The traditional hammam experience! You can relax creating your own ritualistic bath according to your 
preferences with the ingredients that we provide (loofah and natural olive oil soap). Discover the relaxing effect 
of the water in our Hammam and release the built-up stress and tension of everyday life. You can combine our 
traditional hammam with the following services: 

Guzel              15€ 

A detoxifying peeling and a face mask with black mud from the Dead Sea that you can apply on your 
face while you enjoy your hammam. 

Sac              10€ 

A truly nourishing hair mask with rich in vitamins and minerals ingredients, like argan oil, clay and shea 
butter. 

Savon noir             10€ 

Black soap and olive oil paste, rich in antioxidants, for deep cleansing and nourishing of the skin. 

Su                5€ 

A luxurious foot bath with hot water and salts from the Dead Sea. 

Ali-Mama hammam             60’ / 45€ 

A traditional bathing and cleansing ritual! The journey begins in the hot hammam area with a rejuvenating 
steam bath which gives prominence to the beneficial properties of the water before the deep exfoliating scrub 
with the traditional ketseas that will make your skin feel like velvet. Your hammam ends with an invigorating full-
body massage with rich foam from natural olive oil soap, a deep cleanse and conditioning of your hair and head 
massage. You will experience full-body bliss by having a silky smooth skin and a refreshed feeling! 

Alhambra hammam             60’ / 65€ 

A seductive journey of beauty, relaxation and deep cleansing! The coating with Savon noir, the ‘magic’ olive oil 
paste for deep cleansing and nourishing of the skin, the body and face exfoliation with the traditional ketseas 
and the masks on face and body with shea butter, honey and clay rich in vitamins and minerals offer a truly silky 
smooth skin. Your hammam ends with a deep cleanse and conditioning of your hair, massage of the head, neck 
and shoulders and a refreshing coating with rosewater. 

Ceremonial hammam                    90’ / 120€ 

The ultimate hammam experience that unites the traditions of many great civilizations! This pampering hammam 
includes a rejuvenating foot bath with salts from the Dead Sea during your steam bath, a deep exfoliating scrub 
with honey and salts, and high performance full-body and face masks with black mud. The zenith of the journey 
belongs to the invigorating full-body and head massage with rich foam from natural olive oil and the hydrating 
coating with murrh and nutmeg that you will never forget. You will travel in a world of deep relaxation for an 
unforgettable wellbeing experience! 






hammam: 
the silent 
doctor of 
the city



The coffee 
house of 
the east



Massage Services* 

Hammam Baths Massage (Signature)                      30’ / 45€, 60’ / 80€  

A nurturing body massage, from head to toe, with added variation of intensity and techniques of Swedish 
massage, deep tissue and points of reflexology. It alleviates the deep-seated tension of the body. It is an ideal 
massage for those who are looking to improve their general wellbeing and to rebalance their bodies and 
minds. 

Ancient Greek Massage                         30’ / 55€, 60’ / 90€, 90’ / 130€ 

Returning to the wisdom of Hippocrates! Ancient Greek Massage offers a unique trip to Ancient Greece, 
combining tradition with innovation, using powder, brush, cupping and a fine blend of essential oils. 

Moroccan Massage by Sothys                 60’ / 110€ 

An exceptional treatment protocol inspired by the traditional Moroccan rituals with the aromatic notes of myrrh 
and amber. A syrup prepares the body for exfoliation while a scrubbing hand-made terracotta stone gives your 
skin a velvety finish. The treatment ends with a modelling with myrrh and amber oil practiced by traditional 
techniques. A unique escaping moment leaving your skin delicately perfumed. 

Hanakasumi Massage µε την υπογραφή Sothys                        60’ / 110€ 

Escape into an aromatic journey of Japanese inspiration under a mist of the cherry blossom. You will experience 
the application of a cherry blossom rice powder, a deep exfoliation with special gloves for silky skin, followed by 
an entire body massage with a delicately Asian scented warm shea butter. The highlight of the treatment is the 
reinvigorating modelling of the feet based on reflexology for the ultimate relaxation! 

Head Massage                      30’ / 45€ 

An excellent treatment for relieving stress-induced tension in the head, face, neck and shoulder areas that boosts 
blood circulation, improves concentration and relieves from headaches. Enjoy moments of deep relaxation and 
relieve the tensions of everyday life! 

*Our massage services can be provided in the room of the guests of Makedonia Palace with 50% extra 
fee of the menu price. 

Facials 

Roxana                       45’ / 55€ 

This pampering facial includes a deeply nourishing and hydrating treatment with the use of a mix of products 
rich in vitamins and Argan oil. This facial treatment offers immediate rejuvenation, hydration and a glowing and 
healthy face. Ideal for dull and dehydrated skin. The perfect ending of every massage or hammam journey! 

  

Naina                       15’ / 30€ 

A holistic treatment specifically designed for the delicate eye area, ideal for reducing the signs of ageing. 
Cryotherapy ice cubes diminish puffiness and refresh the eyes. The perfect indulgence for your eyes after a busy 
day. It can be magically combined with our Roxana Facial for a holistic rejuvenation of the skin! 



Privé Hammam 

Indulge in our exclusive and luxurious private hammam and enjoy the hammam services 
of your choice for you and your loved ones!  

Privé hammam     60’ / 200€ 

Privé hammam         90’ / 280€ 

Privé hammam               120’ / 370€ 

It can accommodate from 1 until 4 persons. The price does not include the price of the hammam 
service of your choice. 

Bachelor and Bachelorette Parties 

At Hammam Baths you can enjoy the ultimate Bachelor and Bachelorette party ritual! The tradition 
says that the bride should have a bath and beauty treatment with her friends.   

At Hammam Baths we create unique experiences of relaxation, pampering and treatment. Organize 
the party of your dreams choosing from a unique menu of services for you and your beloved friends in 
our grand hammam and our welcoming relaxation area.  

Don’t forget to book your bachelor and bachelorette party when you plan your wedding at 
Makedonia Palace and you will receive a special price! 

Useful Information 

Your Appointment 

We highly recommend booking in advance to ensure that your preferred time and service are 
available.  

Massage services can be provided in the room of the guests of Makedonia Palace with 50% extra 
fee of the menu price.  

The day of your appointment, we invite you to present yourself 10 minutes in advance of your 
scheduled time, in order to enjoy the entire duration of your treatment. 

Working Hours 

Monday to Friday: 12.30 – 22.00 

Saturday and Sunday: 10.00 – 22.00 





Hammam Baths - Leof. Meg. Alexandrou 2, Thessaloniki 54640, Makedonia Palace Hotel 
T. 2310 810081, 2310 897165  E. hammam@makedoniapalace.gr

the authentic hammam experience


